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Vocabulary trainer
Use our Key Words list to learn vocabulary from the 
current Business Spotlight. The definitions will help you 
understand the words — and build your vocabulary.

Listen and learn!
You can download an MP3 file of this  
Key Words list from our website:  
www.business-spotlight.de/downloads

A PDF of these key words, as well as a 
complete vocabulary list (English– 
German) for each magazine, is availa-
ble at www.business-spotlight.de/words
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NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES
by-product something that is produced or happens as a result of something else Nebenprodukt

fad something that is very popular for a short period of time Modeerscheinung, kurzlebiger Trend

feedlot a place where cattle are fed in such a way as to become fat rapidly Mastbetrieb

intermediary trade a trading system in which goods are sold via middlemen or -women Zwischenhandel

new hire US a new colleague or employee neu eingestellte(r) Mitarbeiter(in)

plenary session a session at a conference that is attended by all participants Plenarsitzung

proficiency test a test that checks how skilled someone is in something, such as a language Leistungstest

vocation a type of work that you feel is particularly suited to you Berufung

VERBS
bomb sb./sth. to join someone or something without having been invited to do so jmdm./etw. (unerwünscht) beitreten

choke sth. to reduce or limit something, such as speed or bandwidth etw. drosseln

cross sb. to make someone angry jmdn. verärgern

scam sb. out of sth. to obtain something from someone by fraud sich bei jmdm. durch Betrug etw. erschleichen 

screw sth. up ifml. to spoil something or do it badly etw. vermasseln

step in to intervene eingreifen

trick sb. into sth. to dishonestly cause someone to do something jmdn. (in betrügerischer Absicht) zu 
etw. verleiten

unmute sb./sth. to click a button or symbol so that someone or something can be heard again jmdn./etw. laut schalten

ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS
derogatory not showing respect abfällig

farcical ridiculous, absurd grotesk, absurd

indigenous (of people and groups) native indigen

perennial (of plants) living for several years mehrjährig

prolific producing a great number or amount of something produktiv; erfolgreich

restrained calm and controlled zurückhaltend

strained tense, under pressure belastet

unsolicited not asked for and often not wanted unverlangt

IDIOMS AND EXPRESSIONS
be a handful ifml. to be exhausting or difficukt to deal with anstrengend sein

be mindful of something to be aware of something and pay attention to it auf etw. achten, etw. berücksichtigen

do something for a living to do something as a profession or job etw. beruflich machen

go back to square one ifml. to start again from the very beginninng wieder von vorn beginnen

keep a level head to remain calm, even in stressful situations einen kühlen Kopf bewahren

steer clear of sth. to avoid something sich vor etw. hüten
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